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Methods for determining the optical constants, the real and the 
imaginary part of the complex index of refraction, for weakly and 
strongly absorbing liquids are reviewed and evaluated. Both reflection 
and transmission methods were considered and preliminary steps are 
taken for determining the optical constants for both water and oil in 
the visible region (0.45 - 0.65 microns) of the spectrum. 
A low resolution spectrometer was used and the transmission 
measurements through fuel oil, number 1 through 6, and crude oil were 
performed. The imaginary part of the complex index of refraction was 
deduced from the above measurements and appears to decrease with both 
a decrease in the fuel oil number or an increase in wavelength. Absorp-
tion bands were not observed in the measured region. 
The design and construction of a long path multiple reflection 
transmission cell, to be used with weakly absorbing liquids, and a 
reflection system, to be used for determining the real part of the 
complex index of refraction, has been completed. Preliminary tests 
indicate that the two systems are performing satisfactorily and with 
minor modifications actual measurements could be initiated. 
ii 
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Thermal radiation from the sun is the driving potential for life on 
earth. Oceans and lakes cover a large portion of the surface and play an 
important role in the earths total energy balance and life requirements . 
That portion of the solar energy which is transmitted to different depths 
below the water surface is responsible for the photosynthesis mechanisms 
which sustain plant and animal life within the water. Life could not 
exist below the water surface if the transmissivity w·ere reduced to zero. 
Normally, water transmissivi.ty reaches a maximum at the same spectral 
region where the photosynthesis mechanism is most ef f icient; in the 
wave length range between 0.45 to 0.5 microns. This characteristic could 
be altered by a surface cover or filters created by natural means, 
such as pollution and oil slicks. The a cc idental spills of oil i n 
the ocean, whi ch have become an a lmos t daily occurrance, deposit in 
some cases an oil cover on the water surface for periods of months. 
It is obvious tha t this oil layer af f ects the transmission o f sola r 
ene rgy to the ocean depth and thus disturbs i n some degree the l ife 
process by changing the euphotic zone. There has been no attempt to 
examine the extent of damage resulting d i rectly from this transmi ssion 
change. In e ff e c t, the changes in transmission characteristics that 
result from the existence of an oil film on a water surface have not 
been investigated. 
The parame t ers which govern the r eflection characteristics of an 
interface or the transmission characteristics through a media are known 
as the optical constants, the real and the imaginary part of the complex 
1 
index of refraction. The knowledge of these fundamental parameters will 
permit the calculations of the various radiation properties such as 
absorptance, emittance, transmittance and reflectance. These properties 
play an important role in the field of remote sensing and radiation 
interchange. Unfortunately the optical constants for oils in the 
visible region of the spectrum have not been determined. The objective 
of this investigation was to initiate the preliminary steps for a more 
comprehensive examination of the transmission characteristics of an oil 
layer over a water surface in the visible region of the spectrum. It 
entailed the examination and the selection of suitable methods for 
determining the optical constants for liquids, the construction of a 
reflective and transmissive apparatus to measure these constants and 
the determination of the imaginary part of the complex index of 
refraction for various types of fuel oils from transmission measurements. 
2 
II. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The use of the reflection and transmission measurements for determin-
ing the optical constants has been successfully demonstrated by several 
1-8 
investigators on ocean and distilled water Detailed review of the 
literature and a summary of the optical constants for distilled water 
9 10 
have been made by Irvine and Pollack . It has been established that 
the use of the reflection methods for determining the optical constants 
for water is suitable only when the imaginary part of the complex index 
of refraction is larger than 0.02. When this criteria is violated, 
transmission methods should be used. Transmission methods are not 
suitable when the absorption is strong due to difficulties of maintain-
ing a very thin cell with parallel windows. On the other hand when 
the absorption is very weak, a long absorption path will be required 
for accurate measurements. 
One major weakness of all the existing laboratory transmission 
1-5 
measurements of liquids when the absorption is weak is the relatively 
4 
short length of the cell used and calibration procedure. Sullivan is 
the only one who has used more than one cell length; an essential step 
for accurate prediction of the absorption coefficient. Thus, he accounted 
for the differences between air-window (or mirror) interface and water-
window (or mirror) interface. Unfortunately, his cells were relatively 
short and he could not measure accurately the absorption coefficient in 
the region where the absorption is weak; for example, water in the region 
of 0.4 to 0.5 microns. 
The transmission and the reflection properties of crude, fuel, and 
3 
lubricating oils in the visible region of the spectrum have received 
little if any attention. Because of their complex structure, a mixture 
of several different molecules, studies are usually made on the individual 
molecules rather than on the mixture. In addition, these studies are 
limited to the transmission measurements in the infrared or the ultra-
violet region of the spectrum. Because each molecule exhibits a unique 
absorption spectra in these regions, the spectra can be used as signa-
11 
tures from which identification can be made The infrared spectra 
12,13 
have been used to identify oil slicks on surface waters. In this 
study they will be used mainly for determining how the solar energy, 
which, is transmitted through water, is affected by the presence of 
an oil film. 
The reflection and transmission characteristics of an oil layer 
on a water surface have not been examined experimentally in the litera-
ture. The lack of data on the optical properties of oil in the visible 
region of the spectrum makes it impossible even to estimate the properties 
of an oil layer. Recent events of almost daily accidental spills of oil 
on water makes this study essential. 
4 
III. METHODS TO DETERMINE THE OPTICAL 
CONSTANTS rROM REFLECTION MEASUREMENTS 
The optical constants n and k, the real and the imaginary part of 
the complex index of refraction respectively, are the fundamental 
parameters from which the thermal radiative properties, such as 
reflectance, emmittance, transmittance, and absorptance, can be 
calculated. As such, accurate experimental methods for determining 
these parameters for a given substance is essential for the calculations 
of radiant energy interchange and scattering. The field of remote 
sensing rely heavily, for proper identification, on the accurate 
knowledge of the spectral behavior of these parameters. The following 
is a review and a discussion of the principal methods used to determine 
the optical constants from reflection measurements. A detailed analysis 
regarding the use and accuracy offered by one of the methods is presented 
in the next section. 
In principle most of the reflection methods which are used to 
determine n and k are based on the idea of inverting the Fresnel 
relations either graphically or analytically while using measured 
values of the reflectance. The Fresnel relations which express the 
reflectance of a surface having optical constants n and k for an 
incident radiation from a media with n=l and k=O are expressed byl4 
a2 + b2 - 2a case + cos2e 
Rs(e)= a2 + bZ + 2a case + cos2e 
(1) 
5 
[:~ + b2 - 2a sin8 tane + . 28 tan~e] R (8) R (8) s1n p s + b2 + 2a sin8 tan8 . 28 + sJ.n tan 8 (2) 
where 
.Jcn2 2a2 2 . 28)2 - k - SJ.n + 4n 2k2 + (n2 k2 sin28) (3) 
2b 2 = ~(n2 2 . 2 2 2 2 
- k - sJ.n 8) + 4n k - (n2 - k2 - sin28) (4) 
and where R (8) and R (8) are the perpendicular and parallel polarized 
s p 
components of reflectance respectively. The reflectance to natural 
incident radiation, uniformly polarized, is the average of the polarized 
components and is given by 
R(8) (5) 
Equations (1) and (2) relate five independent parameters: n, k, 8, 
R (8), and R (8). The measurements of any three, in this case R (8), 
s p s 
R (8), and 8, will permit the calculations of the remaining two, nand k. p 
The measurements of either R (8)/R (8), R (8)/R (8) or R(8) directly 
s p p s 
can also be used to replace one of the variables. A particular group of 
three or more parameters can be chosen to devise a method by which n and k 
can be determined. The following is a discussion of possible methods. 
THE USE OF POLARIZED REFLECTANCE 
Polarized reflectances at a specified angle of incidence have been 
7,8,15 
used by several investigators to determine the optical constants. 
Four different methods can be grouped under this heading as follows: 
Al: Measurements of R (8) at two angles of incidence. 
s 
A2: Measurements of R (8) at two angles of incidence. p 
6 
A3: Measurements of R (8)/R (8) at two angles of incidence. 
s p 
A4: Measurements of R (8) and R (8) at one angle of incidence. 
s p 
Method A4 offers the advantage of speed due to the fact that the 
angle does not need to be changed during the measurement. This feature 
relaxes the constraint of extreme stability requirements of the source 
which is needed when using the other methods. Until recently, only a 
graphical solution, which is sensitive to errors, was available for use 
16 
with the above methods. Querry recently developed for this method 
explicit expressions for n and k by inverting the Fresnel relations. 
These expressions are given by 
nk = ab (6) 
1/2 
(7) 
where a and b are the same parameters appearing in equations (3) and (4) 
which can also be expressed in terms of the measured reflectances R (8) p 




2 2Fa cos8 - cos 8 
(F-G) sin8 cot28 
R (8 ) + 1 
F s R (8) - 1 
s 
R (8 ) + 1 
G = E R (8) - 1. p 





starting from equations (11) and (10) where the measured reflectances 
7 
are used and ending with equations (6) and (7) where n and k are calcu-
lated. This method is not suitable for angles of incidence of either 
zero degrees [when Rs (8) = Rp (8)] or 45 degrees [when RP (8) = R: (8)] 
At these angles, the Fresnel relations are not independent. A 
detailed discussion of this method will be presented in the next section. 
THE USE OF POLARIZED REFLECTANCE AT THE BREWSTER ANGLE 
By definition the Brewster angle is the one for which the parallel 
polarized reflectance is minimum. Taking advantage of this property 
17 
Owen developed four methods by which n and k can be determined from 
polarized reflection measurements at the Brewster angle. It should be 
noted that these methods could be grouped under the general specification 
of group A. The Brewster condition, hmV"ever, offers a means of 
simplifying the Fresnel relations, thus permitting their explicit 
analytical solution. Four methods can be listed under this heading 
as follows: 
Bl: Neasurements of R (B) at the Brewster angle. 
s 
B2: Neasurements of R (B) at the Brewster angle. p 
B3: Measurements of R (B)/R (B) at the Brewster angle. 
s p 
B4: Measurements of the Brewster angle B and either R (8 ), R (8), 
s p 
or R ( 8)/R (8) at any other angle. 
s p 
The first three methods have the advantage of speed over method B4 
where measurements are made at two different angles. Nethods B2 and B3 
have the disadvantage of measuring R (B) which could be very small in p 
magnitude especially when k is small. This leads to the conclusion that 
17 
Method Bl is in general more suitable than the others. Owen developed a 
8 
closed form solution for Method B3 resulting with the following expressions. 
sin2B tan2B 
2(1-Q2 cos2B) 
[ 2 2 2 2 2 2 + tan B - Q cos B + tan B (1+8Q 
= 
2 2 2 2 4 [1 + 2 cos B - (n + k ) cot B] 
2s in 2B 












Similarly Owen treated Method Bl resulting with the following expressions 
where 
. 2B 2B s~n tan 
2(1 - Q2 sin2B) y 
4 R (B) 
s 
- 2sin B) 2 J 1/21 




Equation (13) combined with equation (16) represent the inve rsion of 
the Fresnel relations with the dat a obtained f rom Method Bl. 
THE USE OF NON POLARIZED REFLECTANCE 
The methods in group A and B use polarized reflections f or determining 
n and k. This constraint makes them unsuitable for application in a 
9 
region where polarization is not available, for example, the extreme 
18 
ultra-violet In addition, the polarizing material usually absorbs a 
significant portion of the incident energy which makes these methods 
unsuitable for application when the incident source is weak. The 
measurements of non-polari zed , reflections R( 8) at two different 
angles of incidence avoids the difficulties cited for previous methods 
and yields sufficient information to solve for n and k from the Fresnel 
relations. Unfortunate l y, an explicit f orm for n and k could not be 
obtained and a graphical solution is r equired. 
18 
has been analyzed critically by Hunter , Tousey 
The graphical solution 
19 20 21 
Simon , and Collins 
and appears to be sensitive to errors. For best results, at least one 
of the reflection measurements should be made at angles larger than 
80 degrees. The graphical solution and the large angle of incidence 
make this method less attract i ve than the previ ous ones . 
THE USE OF POLARI ZED RE FLECTION AND THIN FILM EFFECT 
22 
This method i s particularly sui t able f or determining the op t ical 
constants of a weakly absorb ing medi a (k < 0.05 ) . The method uses a 
thin film, of the subst ance under consideration , deposited on a metallic 
substra t e . The measured polarized, par allel or pe rpendicular , r ef lec t ance 
from the deposi t fl uc tua t es i n a periodi c pat t e rn when plott ed ve r s us 
wave l ength. This fluctua t ion is due to a t hin f ilm inte r feren ce 
r esu l t i n g from pha s e chan ge s i n t he r eflect e d s i gnal. This effect 
comb i ned wi th the measured ref lect an ce can be use d to de t e r mine the 
film thickness and the optical constants o f the f ilm f rom the Fresn e l 
rela tions . A de t a iled discus sion of this me t hod and i t s app l icat ion 
can be f ound i n refe r ences 22 and 23. 
10 
It should be noted that all the reflectance methods which are used 
for determining the optical constants have the inherent weakness that 
they depend on measurements of surface properties. Thus, roughness can 
significantly affect the final results. Another weakness, possessed by 
groups A, B, and C, is the fact that the measured reflectance is not 
10 
sensitive to changes in k when k is small. Look et. al. indicate that 
in H20 for k < 0.02 the reflectance is independent of k. Similarly, 
when n ~ 1 the reflectance is small and the signal to noise ratio in the 
spectrometer recorder system could make measurements inaccurate especially 
when k < 0.02. In these cases method D should be used or as an alterna-
tive k should be determined from a transmission measurement, as discussed 
8 
in section VII, and used to determine n, as outlined in reference , from 
a reflection measurement. One disadvantage in the transmission technique 
is the fact that the determined value for k will include the additional 
effects of scattering if any exist within the media. In these cases, 
the determined property is the extinction coefficient rather than the 
imaginary part of the complex index of refraction. 
11 
IV. RESTRICTIONS ON THE INVERSION OF 
THE FRESNEL REFLECTANCE EQUATIONS 
The inversion of the Fresnel relations is an essential step in all 
reflectance methods which are used to determine the optical constants as 
described in the previous section. As in most inversion procedures, 
certain restrictions and limitations must be imposed on the regions or 
data to be used. The data must not lead to any violations of principles, 
and as such they must correspond to physical measurements. Unfortunately, 
in some cases, the measured values can be in error. This deviation might 
in some cases render the results as physically impossible. The 
experimenter cannot always access accurately the degree of error and 
its effect on the final results. The existance of such a state 
generated the interest for defining acceptable regions for which 
reflectance data can be used to invert the Fresnel relations. This 
16 
section deals with one of the direct inversion methods where the 
parallel and perpendicular polarized reflectances are measured at one 
angle of incidence and used to determine n and k. This direct inversion 
16 
of the Fresnel relations was presented to Querry and was described in 
section III as method A4. 
From examining the Fresnel relations and the inversion procedure, 
as outlined in Eqs. 6 through 11, one can state the following constraints 
which define an acceptable region for inversion: 1) R (8) should always 
s 
be larger than R (8). 2) R (8) should be smaller than unity. 3) a and p s 
b2 should be positive. By imposing these constraints, Figures 1 through 
6 were numerically generated for different angles of incidence. Each 




to invert the Fresnel relations at that angle. With the angle of 
incidence as a parameter, the sensitivity of the inversion procedure 
was examined by introducing a one percent error in the measured reflect-
ances, R (8) and R (8) and mapping the regions where such an error could 
s p 
produce less than 5 percent error (the dotted area) or 20 percent error 
(the dashed area) in n and k. The results for n are presented in part A 
of each figure while part B presents the results for k. The outer bound-
ary which defines the acceptable region is the same in both parts A and B. 
The regions describing the error limits, however, are different. In part 
A of the figures for incident angles of 25, 40 and 55 degrees, the solid 
line representing the acceptable region coincides with the dashed line 
representing the error region. For this situation the dashed line was not 
drawn. 
It is apparent from observing these figures that the region of 
acceptability is zero at 45 degrees and widens as one moves away in 
the neighborhood of 10 or 80 degrees. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The region, described by R (8) and R (8), for which the Fresnel 
s p 
equations can be inverted, depends strongly on the incident angle. A 
small error in the measured reflectances can produce large errors in n 
and k. The magnitude of the error depends on the position of the point 
R (8), R ( 8) within the acceptable region. Angles corresponding to the 
s p 
l a r gest accept able region are the most suitable ones for inversion. 
These angles appear to be close to 10 or 80 degrees. The least attrac-
tive region corresponds to the case when both R (8) and R (8) are either 
s p 
14 
small (R (6) bela~ Q.l) or large (R (8) above 0.85). These cases p s 
correspood to substances ~ith n close to unity and small k, as for 
water in the ViSible region, and cases where n and k are large as for 
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FIGURE 1. ACCEPTABLE AND ERROR REGIONS FOR 
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FIGURE 2. ACCEPTABLE AND ERROR REGIONS 
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FIGURE 3. ACCEPTABLE AND ERROR REGIONS FOR 
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(B) REGIONS FOR k 
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FIGURE 4. ACCEPTABLE AND ERROR REGI ONS FOR 
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FIGURE 6. ACCEPTABLE AND ERROR REGIONS FOR 




V. TRANSMISSION MEASUREMENTS THROUGH OIL 
Transmission measurements through liquids have been used success-
1-5 
fully by several investigators to determine the imaginary part of the 
complex index of refraction. This method offers an advantage of higher 
accuracy over the reflection method when the liquid possesses a low 
absorption coefficient as discussed in section II. A limitation on the 
transmission method exists when the liquid possesses a high absorption 
coefficient due to the difficulties of measuring and constructing 
accurately very thin cells with parallel windows. The reflection methods 
on the other hand become more effective in the region of high absorption 
and offer the distinct advantage of their use for determining both the 
real and the imaginary parts of the complex index of refraction simulta-
neously. The two methods appear to complement each other and both should 
be used to cover a wide region of the spectrum where windows and strong 
absorption bands can exist. The results of a low resolution transmission 
experiment to determine the imaginary part of the complex index of re-
fraction for fuel and crude oils in the visible portion of the spectrum, 
0.45 - 0.65 microns, are presented below. 
APPARATUS 
The experimental apparatus consisted of a low resolution spectrometer, 
a source, a detector, and appropriate mirrors to complete the optical 
path. It is shown schematically in Figure 7 and pictorially in Figure 8. 
The source S is a 54 watt tungsten ribbon filament instrumentation lamp 
mounted in a light baffled enclosure. A folded optics configuration, 
composed of a series of mirrors collects the radiant energy from S and 
refocuses it by the spherical mirror M2 at the aperture slit of a 
21 
Perkin-Elmer Modell 112 spectrometer, D. The beam passes through a 
transmission cell C which is attached in front of the spectrometer slit. 
Mirrors Ml and M2 are 4 1/2 inches in diameter, first surface mirrors 
with a focal length of 21 1/2 inches. An attached photo-multiplier P 
was used as a detector. 
The drum number calibration versus wavelength was performed by 
using calibrated transmission Kodak Wratten gelatin filters number 25, 
30, 47, 49, 58, and 2A. The transmission characteristics of these 
filters was obtained from reference 24. The results of such a 
calibration is shown in Figure 9. The slit width during the calibration 
and during the experiment was maintained at 0.05mm. and the resolution 
as determined from Perkin-Elmer Cataloge No. 990-9000 was 0.01 microns 
in the experimental wavelength range. 
PROCEDURE 
To determine the extinction coefficient accurately from the measured 
transmission, two or more different length cells should be used to account 
for cell calibration. The transmitted signal as governed by Beer's law is 
given by 
(18) 
Where lA is the transmitted intensity; loA is the incident intensity; 
(1-pA) is the transmissivity of the window-liquid interface; L is the 
length of the cell and SA is the extinction coefficient. The unknown 
parameter loA (1-p A) can be eliminated by taking the ratios of the trans-
mitted intensities for two different length cells with the same liquid. 
22 
z 
0 H tr.l 
tr.l 
~ ~ E-t ~ 0 u H ~ rz:l ::r: u tr.l 
23 
(a) SMALL PATH TRANSMISSION APPARATUS 
(c) REFLECTION APPARATUS 
FIGURE 8. TRANSMISSION AND REFLECTION APPARATUS 
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FIGURE 9. DRUM NUMBER CALIBRATION 
Since this parameter can be maintained constant in both measurements, 
the final results can be expressed by 
1n(IlA/I2A) 
12 - 11 
Where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to two different cell lengths . 
(19) 
It is important for accurate measurements to use more than two cell 
lengths. In this experiment, in order to reduce the error resulting 
from the unknown parameter loA (1-pA), measurements were made for the 
same liquid using three different cell lengths. This permitted the 
determination of three independent values for the extinction coefficient 
by taking appropriate ratios as indicated in equation (19). All these 
values should theoretically be the same, however, due to experimental 
inaccuracies, small deviation existed in the three values and thus the 
average of three values was selected. The maximum deviation betwe en 
the average value and any single value was less than 10%. The measured 
extinction coefficient is due to both absorption and scattering 
( 20) 
where KA and aA are the spectral absorption and scattering coefficients, 
respectively. Scattering in a pure sample can be considered on a 
molecular l evel and can be described by Raleigh s cat t ering . For t hese 
cases, the scattering coefficient can be neglected in comparision with 
the absorption coefficient. The imaginary part of the complex i ndex of 
r efract i on can be deduced from t he t r ansmiss ion measuremen t , by assumi ng 
no scattering, as follows: 
(21) 
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where ~ is the imaginary part of the complex index of refraction and 
A is the wavelength. 
The cell length for a given liquid was selected so as to maintain 
a sufficiently high transmission signal for accurate measurements and to 
insure that a detectable absorption is actually taking place within the 
liquid. Using the above factors as a guide, the Perkin-Elmer sealed 
demountable cell with fused quartz windows was used for the strongly 
absorbing liquids, fuel oil 6, 5, 4, and crude oil. The thickness of the 
cell was varied by changing the width of the washer situated between the 
two windows. The final thickness was measured by a micrometer which is 
accurate to within 0.0001 of an inch. The length of such a cell was 
varied between 0.01 to 0.40 mm. A longer cell was built for the 
weakly absorbing liquids, fuel oil 3, 2, and 1. It was an aluminum cell 
with fused quartz windows and is shown schematically in Figure 10. The 
length of this cell could be varied between 1.81 to 238.8 mm by changing 
the intermediate connecting tube. 
The measured extinction coefficient was used with the assumption of 
no scattering to deduce the imaginary part of the complex index of re-
fraction as outlined in equations 20 and 21. The results are presented 
in Figures 19 through 25 and indicate the same type of behavior as the 
extinction coefficients. The results for all the fuel oils and the crude 
oil are summarized in Figures 26 and 27 and also in Table 1 and Table 2. 
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FILLING HOLES 
CELL (CONNECTING TUBE) 





RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A preliminary check was made to insure that cell wall interference 
is not contributing to the behavior of the measured signal. This check 
was made by measuring the transmission through several empty cells of 
different lengths, varying between 1.81 mm to 238.8 mm. The transmitted 
signal was not affected by the length of the cell (less than 0.002 mv 
deviation). The transmitted signal through the empty cell is plotted 
versus wavelength in Figure 11. The figure also presents the maximum 
magnitudes of the transmitted signal that one should expect to measure 
during the actual transmission through the sample for different wave-
lengths. This information was used as a criteria to decide if the cell 
length used for transmission measurements through a liquid was the 
appropriate one. 
The spectral behavior of the extinction coefficients for fuel oil 
numbers 1 through 6 and midwestern crude oil is presented in Figures 12 
through 18. The extinction coefficient decreases with an increase in 
wavelength and increases with an increase in the fuel oil number. Mid-
western crude oil appears to lie between fuel oil numbers 4 and 3. Also 
fuel oil numbers 4 and 5 do not differ significantly in the transmission 
characteristics. With the exception of fuel oil number 1, the decrease in 
the extinction coefficient with an increase in the wavelength was monotonic 
and does not indicate the existence of any band within the experimental 
wavelength range . The results fo r fuel oil number 1 behave quite differ-
ently from the others; a small peak at 0.52 microns and an increase in the 
extinction coefficient beyond 0.6 microns were observed. However more de-
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FIGURE 11. TRANSMITTED SIGNAL THROUGH EMPTY CELLS 
behavior. Once the values for kA are determined, reflection measurements 
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FIGURE 19. IHAGINARY PART OF THE COMPLEX INDEX 
OF REFRACTION FOR FUEL OIL NlWffiER 1 
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FIGURE 20. IMAGINARY PART OF THE COMPLEX INDEX 
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FIGURE 21. IMAGINARY PART OF THE COMPLEX INDEX 
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FIGURE 22. IMAGINARY PART OF THE COMPLEX INDEX 
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FIGURE 23. IMAGINARY PART OF THE COMPLEX INDEX 


















































FIGURE 24. IMAGINARY PART OF THE COMPLEX INDEX 
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FIGURE 25. IMAGINARY PART OF THE COMPLEX 
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FIGURE 26. EXTINCTION COEFFICIENT FOR FUEL OIL 





FIGURE 27. IMAGINARY PART OF THE COMPLEX INDEX OF 
REFRACTION FOR FUEL OIL NUMBER 1 TO 6 




(MICRONS) F.O. Ill F .0. 112 F .0. 113 F.O. 114 F .0. 115 F .0. 116 
0.45 0.00925 0.030 1.48 
0.46 0.00780 0.025 1.26 
0.48 0.00687 0.0202 0.95 
0.50 0.00670 0.0173 0.61 120 123 
0.52 0.00725 0.0151 0.54 93 96 
0.54 0.00705 0.0134 0.42 77 79 124 
0.56 0.00682 0.0121 0.33 65 66.5 101 
0.58 0.00666 0.0114 0.27 55 57.5 85.5 
0.60 0.00655 0.0105 0.23 46 48 72 
0.62 0.00675 0.0102 0.195 39 38.5 60 
0.64 0.00720 0.0099 0.175 31 30.5 49 
0.65 0.00750 - _0._00985 0.157 29.3 26.5 44 


















(MICRONS) F .0. lfl F.O. 1/2 F .0. 113 F. 0. 114 F .0. 115 F .0. 116 OIL 
0.45 0.3315x1o-6 1.075x1o-6 5.31x1o-5 0.781x1o-3 
0.46 0.2842 II 0.916 II 4.62 II 0.685 II 
! 0.48 0.2620 II 0.774 II 3.63 II 0.539 II 
0.50 0.2.665 II 0.690 II 2.96 II 0.478x1o-2 0.490x1o-2 0.430 II 
0.52 0.2980 II 0.625 II 2.24 II 0.387 II 0.398 II 0.357 II 
0.54 0.3020 II 0.577 II 1.81 II 0.331 II 0.340 11 0.534x1o-2 0.305 II 
0.56 0.3050 II 0.540 II 1.47 II 0.280 II 0.296 n· 0.451 II 0.263 II 
0.58 0.3080 II 0.526 II 1.25 II 0.254 II 0.266 11 0.395 II 0.231 II 
0.60 0.3150 II 0.511 II 1.10 II 0.220 II 0.230 II 0.344 II 0.203 II 
0.62 0.3330 II 0.502 II 0.964 II 0.193 II 0.190 II 0.296 II 0.178 II 
0.64 0.3660 II 0.505 II 0.882 II 0.157 II 0.156 " o.25o· II 0.153 II 
0.65 0. 3889 . ~~-- 0.510 II 0.812 II 0.152 II 0.137 II 0.228 II 0.138 II 
TABLE 2: IMAGINARY PART OF THE COMPLEX INDEX OF REFRACTION FOR FUEL OIL NUMBER 1 





VI. DESCRIPTION OF A TRANSMISSION 
AND A REFLECTION APPARATUS 
The basic components to all transmission and reflection systems 
consist of an energy source, a detector, a monochrometer and an 
appropriate cell to contain the sample. The optical path between the 
various components is completed by the proper combinations of spherical 
and flat surface mirrors. Some of these components are shown in 
Figure 8a and were used to measure the transmission characteristics 
through oil as described in section V. The geometry of the cell and 
its relation relative to other componens of the system are usually 
factors controlled primarily by the type of experiment, sample material 
and the region of the spectrum under consideration. The following is 
a description of a long path transmission and reflection systems to 
be used primarily for determining the optical constants for water in 
the visible region of the spectrum. 
TRANSMISSION SYSTEM 
Transmission measurements through liquids have been used to deduce 
the imaginary part of the complex index of refraction as described in 
section V. Water is a very weakly absorbing media in the visible 
region of the spectrum and accurate attenuation measurements require 
a very long absorption path. Measurements through at least two 
different path lengths are required for the calculations of the 
optical constants. The proposed apparatus is shown in Figure 8b 
and its unique feature is the long path multiple reflection trans-
mission cell. 
A detailed discussion of the design and the operation of such a cell 
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is given by White and Edwards It has been used mainly to study 
the absorption characteristics of gases where the absorption is weak. 
5 
Matlock is the only investigator who used such a cell with a fixed 
path length to examine both the scattering and the absorption 
characteristics of liquid media (water). The present cell forms a 
rectangular box 10 x 20 x 45 inch. Two of its sides were aluminum 
and the other two were plexiglass to permit visual observation. Three 
spherical mirrors with a radius of curvature of 32 inches and a diameter 
of 6 inches were selected to form the internal optics of the cell. Two 
of the mirrors were located at the bottom of the cell and the third one 
at the top of the cell 32 inches away (equivalent to the radius of 
curvature of the mirrors). The two lower mirrors have a common pivot 
and can be tilted to any angle by a mechanical adjustment. Two 
micrometers, located at the top of the cell, control the inclination 
angle of the two mirrors via a connecting wire string as shown in 
Figure 8b. 
Energy from an external source enters the cell from the top via 
an external optical path and it is focussed at the level of the upper 
spherical mirror. After a multiple process of internal reflection 
among the three mirros the light beam leaves the cell via the top and 
is directed to a monochromete r slit via an external optical path. 
Different path lengths can be obtained by a multiples of four through 
a simple adjustment of the two lower mirrors. The adjustment can be 
made without emptying or changing the volume of the cell or affecting 
the external optics via the micrometers. The most important adjustment 
is the separation of the centers of curvature, C, of the two lower 
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mirrors. These points are located on the surface of the upper mirror 
and their locations can be altered by changing the angles of the lower 
mirrors. The ratio of the length between the entering and the leaving 
focal points, P, to the separation between the center of curvature of 
the lower mirrors determines the number of times the light passes 
through the cell; this could be either four times for one image or eight 
times for three images, twelve for five, sixteen for seven, etc .. 
Paths of 128, 256, 384, 512, 640, 768 inches and so forth can be 
obtained by using this cell. The first six different path lengths are 
shown pictorially in Figure 28, which was possible to photograph by 
blowing smoke into the chamber. The sequence pattern followed by the 
light beam requires that in the upper mirror the successive images be 
at equal distances, but on each side, from the centers of curvature of 
the lower mirrors. Following this rule, the sequence of reflections 
for the 256 and 384 inch paths are shown schematically in Figure 29. 
REFLECTION SYSTEM 
The apparatus and the method for determining the optical constants 
from a reflection measurement are basically the same as those by 
7,8 
Querry on water in the infrared. It consists of measuring the 
specular, directional reflectance of a polarized radiation, perpendicu-
lar and parallel, from the surface of the liquid. The procedure by 
which these can be used to determine the optical constants has been 
outlined in detail in sections III and V. 
The preliminary design of the apparatus is shown in Figure 8c. 
In this figure, the lmver mirrors are flat and the upper mirrors are 
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spherical; the source is located to the left; and the liquid sample, or 
reference mirror, is in between the two flat mirrors. The radiant 
flux leaving the source is directed to the sample, or a reference 
mirror surface after successive reflection from the first set of flat 
and spherical mirrors. The reflected flux is then directed to a 
monochrometer slit entrance after respective reflections from the second 
set of spherical and flat mirrors. The light polarization is obtained 
by placing a polarizer between the light source and the first reflecting 
mirror. When the absolute mirror reflectance is known, the product of 
this quantity with the ratio of water reflectance to a reference 
mirror reflectance, gives the actual water reflectance measurement 
cancelling the effect of reflections through the optical system. 
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4 PATHS (128") 8 PATHS (256") 
16 PATHS (512") 20 PATHS (640") 
FIGURE 28. OPTICAL PATHS PATTERN FOR THE LONG PATH, 
MULTIPLE REFLECTION, TRANSMISSION CELL. 
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12 PATHS (384") 
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FIGURE 29. SEQUENCE OF REFLECTIONS FOR 256 AND 384 
INCHES OF OPTICAL PATH 
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The use of reflection and transmission measurements for determin-
ing the optical constants of liquids have been demonstrated. One of the 
direct inversion procedures for the Fresnel relations indicates that 
the acceptable regions for inversion depend strongly on the incident 
angle. The magnitude of the errors in the optical constants resulting 
from a measurement error in the reflection depends heavily on the 
magnitudes of the two reflection components and their relative location 
within the acceptable region. The largest acceptable region appears 
when the angle of incidence is close to 10 or 80 degrees and the least 
attractive region is when both reflection components are either small 
or large. 
The absorption coefficient, as determined from transmission 
measurements, for fuel and crude oil depends heavily on the type of 
oil tested. Its magnitude decreases as the fuel oil number decreases 
from 6 to 1. Values for midwestern crude oil lie in between fuel oil 
numbers 3 and 4. It also decreases with an increase in wavelength 
between 0.45 to 0.65 microns. Absorption bands were not detected in 
visible region of the spectrum. Fuel oil numbers 1 and 2 are very 
weak absorbers in this region of the spectrum and a longer transmission 
cell should be used to obtain more accurate values for their 
absorption coefficients. 
The following recommendations are made to extend the range of the 
results and to improve the present apparatus: 
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1. Monocrometer slit width should be reduced to obtain higher 
resolution measurements. 
2. Drum number calibration should be repeated especially in the 
neighborhood of 0.45 and 0.65 microns where data presently is not 
available. 
3. A phototube with a wider spectral range should be used to allow 
a more accurate calibration and to extend the results beyond the present 
spectral range (For example a phototube with an S-1 response character-
istic). 
4. Rigidity should be a prime design factor for both the long 
transmission cell and the reflection system. Mirror supports should be 
constructed in order to reduce any relative vibrations. 
5. A better . method should be derived to determine the degree of 
parallelism of the windows and the exact length of the small transmission 
cells. The results are quite sensitive to e rrors in measurements. 
6. Reflection and transmission measurements should be made on the 
same liquid sample to evaluate the accuracy of the determined optical 
constants. 
7. Results should be extended to cover the infrared and the 
ultraviolet region of the spectrum. 
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